
 

 

 

 

 

Léo lagrange, based in Epinal and La Toupie, based in Contrexéville in France, are looking for 2 volunteers for 

the long-term EVS project « Europe at your Door », from first week of February to 31st of July 2016 (6 months). 

DESCRIPTION: 

The project "l'Europe à ta porte" (Europe at your door), is an EVS project organized for 2 volunteers from 2 

different countries, which will last 6 months. 

Through this project, we want to promote european and international mobility, thanks to different programs 

that already exist, like the EVS - Erasmus + program. 

The main idea is to make young people from our region want to participate to a mobility program. This public 

doesn't have many contacts with an international environment, and we would like to make them discover 

better other cultures, other way of life and motivate them to learn foreign languages, in order to get them 

interested in living a new personal and professional experience and enrich their professional process. 

During their mission, the volunteers will meet the main actors of the mobility in the territory, in order to 

discover better how the mobility is promoted and which tools already exist. The volunteers will have the 

opportunity to create their own tools and to imagine an information space which will be mobile to go into the 

most rural areas of the department. 

 

Main activities: 

Volunteers will be involved in activities connected with the management of our network at local and 

international level. 

The main goal is to promote interculturality, european civic rights and youth commitment. 

The volunteers will participate to the organisation of international events in coordination with their wishes and 

skills. The volunteer will be assigned the tasks and whenever needed will be assisted by the project manager to 

perform correctly the tasks. Volunteer will be encouraged to propose and realize their own projects in the 

frame of the activities of the association. 

 

As example, volunteer can be involved in supporting our staff in: 

- writing, submitting, managing international youth projects 

- Organization of promotional events/days on volunteering and/or international mobility. Those 

interested will also have the possibility to actually volunteer in local youth centres for teenagers and 

kids or in animating a local Infopoint. 

- Selection of participants in international exchanges 

- Animation of activities for teenagers and kids against prejudices and discriminations 

- Creation of tools promoting interculturality (flyers, roll-up, posters, website, radio program...) 

- Creation of an infopoint  

- management of our Facebook pages with professional profile and support to awareness campaigns 

- contact with offices promoting international mobility 

 

Volunteer profile 

We are looking for a volunteer willing to learn aspects of the life/environment/projects of a structure working 

with and for young people. 

We need volunteer who is flexible about time management but still able to fulfil in due time assigned tasks. 

Previous experience in international voluntary sectors (work camps) is a plus but not a must. 

The mission is open to people ready to share their intercultural experience, to speak about his culture and 

tolerant. 

We are looking for really motivated and dynamic people, with creative spirit and who likes animation tasks. 

 


